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Year 5 comprehension worksheets with answers

Hitchhikers in the bathroom FREE Pseudoscorpions are small, harmless scorpion-like creatures that can sometimes be found in bathrooms. Read about these interesting arachnids and answers to the questions. (nonfiction)5th Grade Find out how llamas, archery fish, cobras and humans use their saliva to help them survive. Then answer the understanding questions that go along
with the article. (non-fiction) 5. Discover the answer and many other interesting facts about meerkats in this reading ability article. (non-fiction) 5. Learn all about the first ten amendments of the U.S. Constitution, also known as the Bill of Rights, in this fifth grade read understanding activity. 5. Class Learn about how knitting helped soldiers during The First World War. After the
article there are multiple choice questions, matching questions and a writing section.5th Grade Find out why people play jokes and draw pranks on each other every 1. Read understanding questions are included. 5. Grade Find out fascinating facts about these furry mammals in Asia. Students will discover interesting information about this endangered species. 5. Class A Lizard
with a blue tongue Have you ever heard of blue-tongued ham? This unusual Australian animal is surprisingly gentle and can even grow its own tail! Find out more about this amazing reptile in this read understand article. The spreadsheet contains multiple choice questions, vocabulary words, and a write message. 5. Grade Learn all about one of the animals that symbolizes the
United States: the American Bison! Discover the differences between bison and buffalo, and find out what makes the American Bison unique. Questions of understanding are included. 5. Grade Wolves: True Wilderness AnimalsLearn everything about majestic wolves in this reading ability activity. You will discover why wolves howl and where they live, plus much more. This
printable reading activity includes understanding questions, vocabulary and a writing message. An answer key is also included. 5th and 6th grade Students will be surprised to discover all the ways an arctic fox adapts to the frozen tundra in which it lives. This activity includes questions about reading comprehension, a write message, and vocabulary. 5. Class Did you know that not
all brown bears are actually brown? Learn how to identify a brown bear in nature and other interesting facts in this reading activity. This worksheet contains understanding questions, vocabulary, and a write-off.5. An answer included. 5th class skydiving: Dive into actionFind out what it takes to be a skydiver. Learn about necessary equipment, training and world records for
skydiving. (non-fiction) 5. The world's second largest, and most ferocious shark can swim in an ocean near you. (non-fiction) 5th Grade Learn all about the smart octopus in this nonfiction science article aimed at a fifth-grade reading level! 5. Class Learn about the three categories of rocks: magmatic, metamorphic and sedimentary. How is each type of stone formed? What are the
characteristics of each? Find out these answers and more in this science article. 5. Grade Learn how a rainbow is formed in the sky. Basic introduction to the range of lighting and lighting concepts. Reading comprehension questions, vocabulary and a writing message are included. 5th grade The scaliest mammal in the worldHave you heard of pangolin? This unusual little animal
is the scariest mammal in the world! Yes, that's right! These mammals have weights! Learn all about pangolins in this fifth grade level reading understanding activity. 5. Class Did you know that a seahorse can not swim well, and it can actually die of exhaustion in rough water? Learn many seahorse facts in this article. (non-fiction) 5. Learn this and other fun facts about scorpions in
this nonfiction article. The article contains understanding questions, vocabulary words and a writing message. 5. Class Using the braille alphabet, blind people can read without being able to see. This bundle of spreadsheets contains and article and braille activities.5th Grade Learn about this fascinating from Down Under! The article contains questions about reading
comprehension, a writing message, and vocabulary. 5. Class A sensitive plant is a unique potted plant that can instantly fold up the leaves when touched. (non-fiction) 5. Learn about the three main types of bridges, bow, suspension and beam bridges, in this fascinating article! The activity includes vocabulary, a writing message and understanding questions. 5. Class Learn how
ladybugs got their name, and why some farmers love them.5th Grade Why isn't Pluto considered a planet anymore? Find out by reading this article about dwarf planets.5. This worksheet contains understanding questions, vocabulary identification, and a write message. 5th class Read about the strange and unusual fathers of Greek mythology, including Uranus, Kronos, Zeus, and
Heracles.5. It is a small species of wild pig that lives in Philippines. 5. Class These unusual animals spend most of their lives at sea, but sometimes they climb onto pacific beaches during a period of rest and melting.5. It's a unique animal that's never tardy. Read this imaginative poem to find out more. (poems) 5th Grade Hyperbole Cafe (Poem) FREE Eat at Hyperbole Cafe, where
noodles are a mile long, the vegetables are stacked as high as a mountain, and the soup dish is as deep as the sea.5th Grade This is a charming poem about a person staring at a watch, wondering if it gets tired of telling the hour.5th Grade A group of people stop for ice cream while waiting for a ferry to arrive. What happens when they stay at the ice cream shop &gt; &gt; for too
long?5. All spreadsheets are pdf files. These equalised stories are taken from our series of equalised reading workbooks. Each subsequent level provides increasing reading challenge. Over 20 free children's stories; every 5 years. Each child's fable or historical passage is followed by four questions. Questions focus on prediction, inference and character traits. These spreadsheets
focus on specific topics of understanding such as the main idea and support details for a text; sequencing events; history elements and so on. Twelve-year-old Henry woke up at dawn on a chilly December morning, reluctant to turn off his hot covers. He slept in the unheated attic of his master's house, and he knew the floor would be cold under his feet. Mr. Wilson was going to
give Henry what? Do some research and find out what a Johnny cake is. Do people still eat Johnny cakes? Uncle Moses is in his fifties and has been a bachelor all his life. He has no family living in the Middlebury area, but somehow everyone around town calls him Uncle Moses anyway. Wampirs are part of the folklore of which country? Do you like watching horror movies with
vampires or werewolves? Explain why or why not. Mom could hear the girls arguing all the way in the kitchen. It was the third time this week that the sisters had been arguing about something or fighting for nothing. In what room in the house does the story take place? Have a class discussion about a fight you had with a brother or sister and what you did to solve it. Little Neil was
just two years old when his father took him to see a flight. The year was 1932 and these days air show featured colorful aircraft piloted by daredevils. How old was Neil when he got the student pilot's license? How old was Neil Armstrong when he walked on the moon? While Koko can hear perfectly she can not speak words; Instead, she joins thousands of others who communicate
through American sign language. When did Koko begin to communicate with people? Koko is also an artist, and she makes abstract paintings that appear on the site. Explain what abstract art is. Do you like abstract art? London was the first major city in the world to have a subway. What kind of special key was used for the New York subway opening? How long after the London
subway opened, the New York subway opened? In Georgia, O'Keefe thought his time was that most people thought that only men could become famous artists. . How old was Georgia O'Keefe when she said she wanted to be an artist? Find a picture of a jack-in-the-pulpit flower. Write a descriptive essay of this unusual flower. Scottie started life as the youngest of twelve children
in a city of just 3,000 people in rural Arkansas. Why was Scottie Pippen dropped from the college basketball team? Scottie Pippen played for the Chicago Bulls along with two other well-known basketball players, Michael Jordan and Dennis Rodman. This worksheet explains how to create pictographs to convey information visually. A sample problem has been resolved. Why was
William happy with himself when he went to church? Match your outfit with the Us time period. Shaun White - This rugged and unstoppable performer actually started life with a serious problem, a birth defect in his heart. Who helped Shaun White learn skateboarding? Why is The Flying Tomato a good nickname for Shaun White? Adapted from Alice's Adventures in Wonderland.
Why did Alice have plenty of time to look as she travelled down the rabbit hole? Grigori Yefimovich Rasputin is known as Mad Monk, but he was not a monk. What is Rasputin a symbol of to ordinary Russian people? It was by gravel pits. My father suddenly had to go away on a business trip, and my mother had gone over to live with grandma, which was not very good. What does
Robert think they've found? This worksheet should follow you when you read Giver. The story of Mrs. Darling. What was the most confusing thing Mrs Darling found in the children's minds? Now I had been living in this happy place for three years, but sad changes were about to come upon us. How long had Black Beauty been in this happy place when the story begins? What does
the word safari mean in Swahili? From my father's dragon. Where is the narrator's father and the cat when the father tells the cat that he wants to have a plane? Which two continents to some geographers combine? About 673,000 people live in Washington, D.C., but residents of Washington D.C. are not represented in Congress because Washington D.C. is not a state. How is
D.C. different from other countries in the world with a democratic, representative constitution? You probably think that pizza comes from Italy, but it actually originated in ancient Greece. In what country did the pizzas begin to resemble the meal we know with that name today? Robots in one form or another have been with humans for thousands of years. Students are very inclined
to say first that it learns about flowers. Many think that huskies look like wolves. Bred to be a sled dog, they have amazing stamina and willingness to work. Dogs in working, hardening, and sporting groups require a lot of training, as well as regular mental stimulation. Which dog can you consider if you wanted a high-energy dog that can be trained to do a job? Job?
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